Information Resource Committee
Summary for January 21, 2014 Meeting
BHG 240
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

• Technology Plan Updates
  o Discussed updating the Strategic Plan for Technology and agreed that a working group made of the technology directors would review and update the technology plan and present it to the full IRC later in the term.
  o Discussed moving the Strategic Plan for Technology into a new format when the 2015-2020 plan is developed next year. A suggestion was made to select a format that matches that of the FGCU Strategic Plan.

• Educause Benchmark worksheets
  o The working group tasked with developing a way to capture the FGCU technology infrastructure and capabilities presented their Excel spreadsheets.
  o Reviewed and discussed the spreadsheet that was created to capture FGCU technology infrastructure and technology capabilities as defined by the benchmarks within the Annual Educause Technology Services survey.
  o Agreed that each technology department director would be responsible for populating the spreadsheets with their department’s benchmark measurements.
  o Discussed the task of capturing all of the technology capabilities that reside outside of the main technology departments would be an activity of phase II of this project.
  o The decision was made that the Educause benchmarks would replace the previous metrics associated with technology staffing benchmarks that were reported each year.